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Abstract. Due to the increasing availability of high-
performance computing over the past few decades, numerical
models have become an important tool for research in geo-
dynamics. Several generations of mantle convection software
have been developed, but due to their differing methods and
increasing complexity it is important to evaluate the accuracy
of each new model generation to ensure published geody-
namic research is reliable and reproducible. Here we explore
the accuracy of the open-source, finite-element codes AS-
PECT and CitcomS as a function of mesh spacing using low
to moderate-Rayleigh-number models in steady-state ther-
mal convection. ASPECT (Advanced Solver for Problems in
Earth’s ConvecTion) is a new-generation mantle convection
code that enables modeling global mantle convection with re-
alistic parameters and complicated physical processes using
adaptive mesh refinement (Kronbichler et al., 2012; Heister
et al., 2017). We compare the ASPECT results with calcu-
lations from the finite-element code CitcomS (Zhong et al.,
2000; Tan et al., 2006; Zhong et al., 2008), which has a
long history of use in the geodynamics community. We find
that the globally averaged quantities, i.e., root-mean-square
(rms) velocity, mean temperature, and Nusselt number at the
top and bottom of the shell, agree to within 1 % (and often
much better) for calculations with sufficient mesh resolution.
We also show that there is excellent agreement of the time
evolution of both the rms velocity and the Nusselt numbers
between the two codes for otherwise identical parameters.
Based on our results, we are optimistic that similar agree-
ment would be achieved for calculations performed at the
convective vigor expected for Earth, Venus, and Mars.

1 Introduction

While there have been significant efforts to develop soft-
ware capable of modeling mantle convection in a 3-D spher-
ical shell (e.g., Baumgardner, 1985; Bunge et al., 1996; Rat-
cliff et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000; Kageyama and Sato,
2004; Yoshida and Kageyama, 2004; Choblet, 2005; Stem-
mer et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2006; Choblet et al., 2007; Tack-
ley, 2008; Stadler et al., 2010; Burstedde et al., 2013; Davies
et al., 2013; Hüttig et al., 2013), there are few detailed com-
parison studies of results from more than one code. The mod-
eling software CitcomS has a long history of use in mantle
convection studies (e.g., Zhong et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2002;
McNamara and Zhong, 2004; Roberts and Zhong, 2004; Mc-
Namara and Zhong, 2005; Zhong, 2006; Tan et al., 2006;
King, 2008; Foley and Becker, 2009; Sekhar and King, 2014;
Liu and Zhong, 2015; King, 2018) and has been compared
with analytic kernel solutions and other published results
using thermal convection at low Rayleigh number (Zhong
et al., 2008). ASPECT (Advanced Solver for Problems in
Earth’s ConvecTion) is a new-generation, massively paral-
lel mantle convection code combining adaptive mesh refine-
ment (AMR) technology with modern numerical methods
(Kronbichler et al., 2012; Heister et al., 2017), built on top
of the deal.II finite-element library (Bangerth et al., 2007;
Arndt et al., 2021). Three distinct features set ASPECT apart
from most other mantle convection codes: (1) its governing
equations are dimensional and are written to allow both in-
compressible and fully compressible flow to be calculated;
(2) AMR technology combined with linear and nonlinear
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solvers allows users to perform mesh adaptation with vari-
ous refinement or coarsening strategies; and (3) second-order
finite elements are employed to discretize the velocity and
temperature in the domain, which should lead to better ac-
curacy for a given number of degrees of freedom and a bet-
ter convergence rate with increasing resolution (Kronbichler
et al., 2012; Heister et al., 2017).

There have been a number of studies comparing ASPECT
results with other codes using Cartesian geometry (Kron-
bichler et al., 2012; Tosi et al., 2015; Puckett et al., 2017;
Heister et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Glerum et al., 2018);
however, ASPECT has not yet had a systematic benchmark
using a 3-D spherical shell geometry. Both the solvers for
incompressible Boussinesq Stokes flow and thermal con-
vection of CitcomS have been systematically benchmarked
in 3-D spherical shell geometry. The ASPECT solver for
incompressible Boussinesq Stokes flow has been bench-
marked through analytical propagator matrix solutions (Liu
and King, 2019) and a new family of special analytical so-
lutions at spherical harmonic degree 1 and order 0 (Thieu-
lot, 2017). However, the accuracy of the thermal convection
calculations (i.e., the energy equation) of ASPECT in 3-D
spherical shell geometry has not been tested. No resolution
studies of thermal convection in a 3-D spherical shell have
been reported for either CitcomS or ASPECT.

In this work we report a comparison of steady-state ther-
mal convection at low to moderate Rayleigh number using
both CitcomS and ASPECT. A number of previous stud-
ies have focused on the low-Rayleigh-number calculations
(7× 103) with viscosity variations up to a factor of 105

(Zhong et al., 2008, and references therein). Zhong et al.
(2008) also includes calculations of Rayleigh number 105,
a more moderate value, with viscosity variations up to a fac-
tor of 30. These allow for steady-state solutions that facili-
tate comparison between codes. In this work we include both
Rayleigh number 7×103 and 105 calculations. We report the
Rayleigh number using the traditional definition where the
length scale (D) is the thickness of the spherical shell rather
than the radius of the planet. In addition, we reproduce these
calculations on a number of different resolution meshes to
document the convergence of the globally averaged diagnos-
tics of the steady-state temperature and velocity fields, in-
cluding root-mean-square (rms) velocity, mean temperature,
and Nusselt number at the inner and outer boundaries of the
shell.

2 Method

The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy equations
for an incompressible Boussinesq fluid in their nondimen-
sional forms are given by

0=∇ · v, (1)

0=−∇P +∇
[
η(∇v+∇vT )

]
+Raĝ, (2)

Table 1. Parameters used in Zhong et al. (2008) experiments for
ASPECT.

Parameter Symbol Value

Thickness of mantle D 0.45
Density ρ 1.0 kg m−3

Temperature difference 1T 1.0 K
Thermal diffusivity κ 1.0 m2 s−1

Thermal expansion coefficient α 1.0 K−1

Gravitational acceleration g 7000
0.453 m s−2 for the A cases

100 000
0.453 m s−2 for the C cases

Reference viscosity η0 1.0 Pa s
Reference temperature T0 0.5 K
Velocity polynomial 2
Temperature polynomial 2
Stokes tolerance 10−3

CFL number 1.0

0=
∂T

∂t
+ v · ∇T −∇2T , (3)

where t is time, v is velocity, P is pressure, ĝ is the radial
unit vector pointing toward the center of the planet, and T is
temperature (Schubert et al., 2001).

The Rayleigh number and appropriate boundary condi-
tions can describe this problem if all material properties and
gravity are held constant. The Rayleigh number is given by

Ra=
ραg1TD3

κη
, (4)

where ρ is the density, α is the coefficient of thermal expan-
sion, g is gravity, 1T is the change in temperature across
the domain, D is the depth of the domain, κ is the thermal
diffusivity, and η is the dynamic viscosity. For this work,
the Rayleigh number is defined with viscosity at T = 0.5.
Because ASPECT by default solves the equations in dimen-
sional form, but this benchmark is calculated using a nondi-
mensional scaling, we report the parameters used in the AS-
PECT calculations to achieve a Rayleigh number of 7× 103

and 105 in Table 1. Boundary conditions are set to be free
slip for the inner and outer shell velocity. Temperature is set
to a constant T = 0 on the outer boundary and T = 1 on the
inner boundary. The thickness of the shell is set to 0.45, with
an inner boundary radius, rb, of 0.55 and an outer boundary
radius, rt, of 1.0. By using these values, as well as values
of 1 for most other parameters, the Rayleigh number can be
controlled by the value of gravity alone (Table 1).

For the ASPECT calculations, we use version 2.2.0
(Bangerth et al., 2020b; Kronbichler et al., 2012; Heister
et al., 2017; Bangerth et al., 2020a) published under the
GPL2 license to solve Eqs. (1)–(3) using the Boussinesq
formulation option. For CitcomS we use version 3.3.1 (Tan
et al., 2006; Zhong et al., 2000; McNamara and Zhong, 2004;
Moresi et al., 2014), which is also published under the GPL2
license. Both codes are available from the GitHub repository
of the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG).
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The cases that we consider use temperature-dependent,
nondimensional viscosity expressed as

η = eE(0.5−T ), (5)

where E is a viscosity parameter similar to activation energy
and T is temperature. Following the model naming conven-
tion used in Zhong et al. (2008), the letter A refers to cases
with Rayleigh number 7× 103 in a tetragonal steady state,
while the letter C refers to cases with Rayleigh number 105

in a cubic steady state. The numbers following the letter rep-
resent each individual case, which differ by their total varia-
tion in viscosity, 1η = eE . We focus on a limited number of
viscosity variations, ranging from 1η = 1, or constant vis-
cosity, to 1η = 105. The value of 1η for each case tested in
this study is reported in Table 2.

We compare the results from ASPECT and CitcomS on
a variety of meshes and we report the top and bottom Nus-
selt number, mean temperature, and rms velocity. The Nus-
selt number, Nu, is the ratio of convective to conductive heat
transfer normal to the boundary of the domain. We report the
top and bottom Nusselt numbers, defined as

Nut =
rt(rt− rb)

rb
Qt, (6)

and

Nub =
rb(rt− rb)

rt
Qb, (7)

where Qt and Qb are the surface and bottom heat fluxes, re-
spectively; rb = 0.55; and rt = 1.0. We also report the mean
temperature and the spherically averaged rms velocity. The
volume of the spherical domain is given by

�=
4π(r3

t − r
3
b )

3
. (8)

This makes the mean temperature

〈T 〉 =
1
�

∫
�

T d�, (9)

and the spherically averaged rms velocity

〈Vrms〉 =

 1
�

∫
�

v2d�

 1
2

. (10)

The values of the rms velocity, mean temperature, and top
and bottom Nusselt numbers are averaged over the same
nondimensional time intervals as those reported in Zhong
et al. (2008) (Table 2).

ASPECT uses quadratic velocity and temperature ele-
ments by default and has the capability to refine the mesh
based on a variety of measured properties of the solution. Cit-
comS, by comparison, uses linear velocity and temperature

elements with a mesh spacing that remains fixed throughout
the calculation. The authors of Zhong et al. (2008) refined
the CitcomS mesh at the outer and inner boundaries of the
shell. In contrast, in order to facilitate the comparison be-
tween ASPECT and CitcomS, we use a uniformly spaced
mesh in the radial direction. We test meshes at various re-
finements, including higher levels than those used by Zhong
et al. (2008). In order to have a more systematic view of how
increasing resolution improves model accuracy, we chose not
to refine the CitcomS mesh in our calculations, and AMR and
other mesh refining or coarsening strategies for ASPECT are
turned off unless otherwise stated. This allowed us to iso-
late differences between the two codes stemming from their
different numerical methods, as opposed to different mesh
structures.

In order to more accurately reproduce the CitcomS results,
the rheology (Eq. 5) was added to ASPECT as a standalone
plugin, which is possible because ASPECT is written to al-
low adding new features without modifying the main source
code itself. By writing and compiling plugins, a user can
modify existing features or add completely new ones. A com-
plete description of how to write plugins is available in the
ASPECT manual (Bangerth et al., 2022). Specifically, one
plugin was written to implement a Frank-Kamenetskii rheol-
ogy as a standalone material model, and a second plugin was
written to allow multiple spherical harmonic perturbations to
be used simultaneously as initial conditions. This was neces-
sary to reproduce the cubic-planform cases later in the study.

For CitcomS we used the default parameter setting in the
CitcomS-3.3.1 version from CIG with the following excep-
tions: down_heavy and up_heavy, which are the number of
smoothing cycles for downward and upward smoothing, re-
spectively, are set to 3; vlowstep and vhighstep, which are
the number of smoothing passes at the lowest and highest
levels, are set to 30 and 3 respectively; and max_mg_cycles
is the maximum number of multigrid cycles per solve and
is set to 50. Our experience showed that fewer downward
and upward smoothing cycles lead to time-dependent results
for some meshes, while all the other meshes achieved steady
solutions. For example, the 12× 32× 32× 32 mesh for C1
was time dependent, with down_heavy and up_heavy set to
2, whereas when down_heavy and up_heavy are set to 3,
the solution was steady, as it was for all other meshes. In-
creasing these parameters had no discernible impact on the
overall run time. We caution the reader that the calculation
did not converge using the default setting of these parame-
ters in the 3.3.1 version; therefore, we recommend users set
down_heavy and up_heavy to 3.

CitcomS requires the user to specify the coarsest mesh and
number of multigrid levels with the formula for each direc-
tion being

nodex= 1+ nprocx×mgunitx× 2levels−1, (11)

where nprocx is the number of processors in the x dimen-
sion, mgunitx is the size of the coarsest mesh in the multi-
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Table 2. Values of the A and C cases presented in this work taken from Zhong et al. (2008). The A cases used a 32-element radial mesh with
refinement at the top and bottom. The C cases used a 48-element radial mesh with refinement at the top and bottom.

Test performed Rayleigh number 1η t1 t2 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub

A1 7× 103 1 0.7 1.0 32.66 0.2171 3.5126 3.4919
A3 7× 103 20 0.6 0.9 25.85 0.2432 3.1724 3.1548
A7 7× 103 105 1.2 1.7 50.21 0.5039 2.7382 2.7431

C1 1× 105 1 0.255 0.315 154.8 0.1728 7.8495 7.7701
C2 1× 105 10 0.48 0.55 122.1 0.1908 7.0968 7.0505
C3 1× 105 30 0.52 0.57 109.1 0.2011 6.7572 6.7182

Table 3. The mesh structure used for CitcomS calculations. The
terms nodex, nodey, and nodez are the number of nodes in each di-
rection for each of the 12 cubes making up the sphere. The formula
for each direction is nodex= 1+ nprocx×mgunitx×2levels−1,
where nprocx is the number of processors in the x dimension, mgu-
nitx is the size of the coarsest mesh in the multigrid solver, and
levels is the number of multigrid levels.

nodex,y,z nprocx,y,z mgunitx,y,z levels

17 1 4 3
25 1 3 4
33 1 8 3
49 1 6 4
65 2 8 3
97 2 6 4

grid solver, and levels is the number of multigrid levels. For
each mesh we use at least three multigrid levels, as experi-
ence shows that fewer multigrid levels can lead to conver-
gence problems. The parameters that we use for each mesh
is shown in Table 3. Using different parameters leads to small
differences in the final global quantities reported in Tables 5–
10.

3 Results

The default ASPECT temperature solver is the entropy vis-
cosity (EV) method (Guermond et al., 2011; Kronbichler
et al., 2012). The ASPECT team implemented a streamline
upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) advection-diffusion solver
(Brooks and Hughes, 1982) as a part of this work. The SUPG
algorithm is also implemented in CitcomS (Zhong et al.,
2000) and ConMan (King et al., 1990). ASPECT has sev-
eral benchmarks included to test robustness of these advec-
tion stabilization methods. One test of an advection-diffusion
solver is to advect a pattern of known shapes in a 2-D box
and rotate them 360◦ at a prescribed velocity (see advec-
tion stabilization benchmarks in Bangerth et al., 2022). An-
other test was created using a simple, four-cell convection
pattern in an annulus (Fig. 1). These tests show that the so-

lution using EV is surprisingly diffusive when using more
coarse meshes. However, SUPG shows much less diffusion
even when coarse meshes are used. With sufficient mesh re-
finement, the solutions from the two advection stabilization
methods are almost identical. This is essentially a non-issue
when performing tests in 2-D, as mesh resolution can be
adjusted higher without significant change in computational
difficulty or run time. However, for 3-D spherical tests, in-
creasing resolution can cause a significant increase in the re-
quired computational resources, making highly refined mod-
els infeasible. This means that the EV solution is more diffu-
sive for the refinements typically used in 3-D spherical cal-
culations. The ASPECT results shown here primarily use the
SUPG implementation, which was part of the ASPECT 2.2.0
release. In the ASPECT 2.2.0 release, the EV parameters
have been updated and the results are significantly improved
over the results from older versions. In the tables we report
the EV results for selected cases.

3.1 Low-Rayleigh-number, tetragonal-planform,
steady-state thermal convection

In this section we focus on the Rayleigh number 7× 103,
tetragonal-planform, steady-state, thermal convection cases
labeled A1–A9 in Zhong et al. (2008). The A cases use the
same Rayleigh number and initial condition; the label 1–
9 refers to the viscosity contrast. Results for the first three
cases, A1–A3, were also reported in Ratcliff et al. (1996),
Yoshida and Kageyama (2004), and Stemmer et al. (2006).

To create a tetragonal pattern, a degree 3 and order 2
spherical harmonic perturbation is used. The magnitude of
this perturbation for both the cosine and sine terms is εc =

εs = 0.01. The final steady-state pattern of the temperature
isotherms can be seen in Fig. 2a and b. The four plumes rep-
resent the four corners of a uniform tetrahedron; hence, we
refer to this as a tetragonal planform.

To assess how each code handles temperature-dependent
rheology, we selected three cases: A1 (constant viscosity), A3
(1η = 20), and A7 (1η = 105). The constant viscosity case
provides a baseline result without the added complexity of
temperature-dependent rheology. Case A3 (Fig. 2b) was cho-
sen because its viscosity is weakly temperature dependent
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Table 4. Degrees of freedom (DoFs) for each resolution of each code. Note that Zhong et al. (2008) did not report the DoFs for their models.
The values in parentheses under mesh resolution are the global refinement parameter. In ASPECT, this controls the starting mesh resolution.

Code Mesh resolution Velocity DoFs Pressure DoFs Temperature DoFs Total DoFs

ASPECT 8 radial cells (global refinement 2) 156 774 6930 52 258 215 962
16 radial cells (global refinement 3) 1 216 710 52 258 405 570 1 674 538
32 radial cells (global refinement 4) 9 585 030 405 570 3 195 010 13 185 610
64 radial cells (global refinement 5) 76 088 070 3 195 010 25 362 690 104 645 770

CitcomS 16 radial elements (12× 163) 142 848 47 616 47 616 238 080
24 radial elements (12× 243) 487 296 162 432 162 432 812 160
32 radial elements (12× 323) 1 161 216 387 072 387 072 1 935 360
48 radial elements (12× 483) 3 939 840 1 313 280 1 313 280 6 566 400
64 radial elements (12× 643) 9 363 456 3 121 152 3 121 152 15 605 760
96 radial elements (12× 963) 31 684 608 10 561 536 10 561 536 52 807 680

Figure 1. Results from the advection-in-annulus benchmark in ASPECT. This shows how mesh refinement influences the heat flux out of
the system depending on whether entropy viscosity (a–c) or SUPG (d–f) is used. Both solver schemes produce nearly identical results at
moderate mesh refinement (b, e) and high mesh refinement (c, f); however, coarser meshes (a, d) allow for very large differences in heat
advection between the two methods. For models in two-dimensions, this is not an issue, as very high refinement can be used without a
major increase in computing cost. However, this is an issue for three-dimensional models, as each increase in mesh refinement represents a
significant increase in computational resources.

and can be compared with published results from a number
of mantle convection codes. Case A7 was chosen because
with this large viscosity contrast the flow transitions into a
stagnant-lid mode of convection, causing a much more com-
plex planform (Fig. 2c). Each case was run with both codes
using multiple mesh refinement levels Table 4. The results
of these runs were then used to extrapolate the theoretical
results of a “mesh of infinite refinement” using a Richard-
son extrapolation. We computed each case using both the
default spherical-shell ASPECT mesh and the radially uni-

form mesh. For CitcomS we used a uniform vertical mesh
spacing, which differs slightly from the refined mesh spac-
ing at the top and bottom boundaries used in Zhong et al.
(2008). We confirm that we can reproduce the output flow
diagnostics reported in Zhong et al. (2008) when using the
CitcomS-3.3.1 version downloaded from CIG with the ex-
act parameters used in Zhong et al. (2008). Results for these
three cases can be found in Tables 5–7.

The results from A1 and A3 on the CitcomS and uni-
form radial spacing ASPECT meshes are well resolved and
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Figure 2. Isotherms from Cases A1, A3, A7, C1, C2, and C3 using a 32-cell radially uniform mesh with ASPECT. Isotherms (a), (b), and
(c) are the tetragonal-planform cases A1, A3, and A7, respectively. Isotherms (d), (e), and (f) are the cubic-planform cases C1, C2, and C3,
respectively. For each image, the central dark red sphere represents the core, the yellow plumes are hotter upwelling material, and the blue
half-shell is the surface. In A7 and C1 (c, d) there is also a brighter red layer, which is hotter material than the yellow layer. This is visualized
to show more details for the complex convection of A7 and the cores of the plumes of C1. Isotherm values are 1 for dark red, 0.8 for bright
red, 0.5 for yellow, and 0.000001 (essentially 0) for blue.

Table 5. Results for Case A1 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 32.4304 0.215948 3.48413 3.48144 0.08
16 radial cells 32.6152 0.215622 3.50645 3.49509 0.33
32 radial cells 32.6403 0.215563 3.49710 3.49616 0.03
64 radial cells 32.6431 0.215583 3.49651 3.49621 0.01
Extrapolated 32.6437 0.215594 3.49653 3.49621 0.01

ASPECT – EV 8 radial cells 32.6431 0.215530 3.49097 3.49256 −0.05
16 radial cells 32.6431 0.215585 3.49653 3.49621 0.01
32 radial cells 32.6431 0.215584 3.49653 3.49621 0.01
64 radial cells 32.6431 0.215583 3.49650 3.49621 0.01
Extrapolated 32.6431 0.215583 3.49649 3.49621 0.01

CitcomS 16 radial elements 32.4724 0.224335 3.50819 3.44182 1.93
24 radial elements 32.6341 0.220444 3.53691 3.48379 1.52
32 radial elements 32.6858 0.219212 3.53149 3.50174 0.85
48 radial elements 32.7450 0.219826 3.53081 3.52230 0.24
64 radial elements 32.6671 0.215989 3.50153 3.49592 0.16
96 radial elements 32.6026 0.215615 3.49869 3.49616 0.07
Extrapolated 32.5759 0.215568 3.49833 3.49711 0.03

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 32.66 0.2171 3.5126 3.4919 0.59
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in good agreement. Case A7 has larger differences between
the two codes, but the overall results are still well resolved
and steady. Plots of radially averaged (averaged over shells
of constant radii) horizontal and vertical velocity and tem-
perature also show excellent agreement between both codes
(Fig. 3).

3.1.1 The 3-D results for the constant and weakly
temperature-dependent viscosity cases: A1 and
A3

We compare the convergence of the solutions from CitcomS
and ASPECT for the A1 cases (Fig. 2a) by comparing the
rms velocity, mean temperature, and top and bottom Nusselt
numbers on a series of increasingly refined meshes. For our
ASPECT calculations we use global mesh resolutions of 8,
16, 32, and 64 radial cells to test convergence of model val-
ues. For our CitcomS calculations we use 16, 24, 32, 48, 64,
and 96 radial elements. Throughout this paper we use cells
to describe the ASPECT meshes and elements to describe
the CitcomS meshes because this is how the grids are de-
scribed in the documentation. For CitcomS, where the mesh
is divided into 12 cubic regions, each cube has the same num-
ber of elements on each side, and thus the 16-radial-element
mesh is comprised of 12×16×16×16 elements. For compar-
ison, the results reported in Zhong et al. (2008) were calcu-
lated on a 12×32×32×32 mesh with increased refinement
at the outer and inner shell boundaries. To facilitate the com-
parison between our present work and Zhong et al. (2008),
we reproduce the results reported in Zhong et al. (2008) in
Table 5.

The plots of rms velocity, mean temperature, and Nusselt
numbers at the outer and inner shell boundaries on different
meshes for each code (Fig. 4) share a number of common
features. For each code, as we increase the mesh size, the
values of mean temperature, rms velocity, and top and bot-
tom Nusselt number converge. The top and bottom Nusselt
numbers converge to within 0.07 % for CitcomS and 0.01 %
for ASPECT, which is to be expected as the top and bottom
Nusselt numbers should be equal if the codes conserve en-
ergy. The ASPECT mesh produces nearly identical results,
with differences only appearing well past the number of sig-
nificant figures reported by Zhong et al. (2008). Radially av-
eraged values also show nearly identical solutions (Fig. 3).
We then extrapolate the values to an infinitesimal mesh using
a Richardson extrapolation (Table 5). These extrapolations
are slightly different than the values determined by Zhong
et al. (2008); however, this is not surprising because Zhong
et al. (2008) reported the values from a single 323 mesh with
refinement near the surface and the base with no extrapola-
tion to an infinitesimal mesh spacing. The ASPECT results
for coarse meshes are closer to the extrapolated value than
the CitcomS results for the same mesh, which is not surpris-
ing because ASPECT uses second-order elements, whereas
CitcomS uses first-order elements. One might argue that the

32 radial cell ASPECT results should be compared with the
64 element CitcomS results. We note that for ASPECT cases
A1, the Entropy viscosity results are almost identical to, and
in some cases superior to, the SUPG results (Table 5).

We also show that in addition to the small differences in
the steady-state global quantities between the two codes, the
time series evolutions of the global diagnostics follow nearly
identical paths. Figure 5 shows rms velocity against both
Nusselt numbers for two ASPECT calculations and one Cit-
comS calculation of Case A1. The path taken to arrive at the
solution is the same for all calculations. The specific refine-
ment of the mesh and the code used determines the exact
values calculated, but the behavior of the solutions between
both codes is consistent.

For the A3 cases (Fig. 2b) we compare the results using
the same meshes and diagnostics described for A1 (Table 6).
Case A3 is very similar to A1 but has a weakly temperature-
dependent viscosity, 1η = 20 (Table 2). Still, the tetrago-
nal planform is maintained throughout the run. As before,
higher mesh refinements allow for greater convergence in
both codes. The top and bottom Nusselt numbers converge
within 0.08 % for CitcomS and within 0.01 % for ASPECT.
The ASPECT results follow a different evolution for conver-
gence with increasing mesh resolution to those for CitcomS,
except for the bottom Nusselt number (Fig. 6). The rms ve-
locity and bottom Nusselt number both taper to a high point.
The pattern of the average temperature is slightly different,
with the coarsest mesh refinement being slightly lower than
the other data points. However, the top Nusselt number pat-
tern includes a slightly high outlier at the 16-element (radial)
mesh for ASPECT. CitcomS too has an outlier at the 48-
element mesh, seen most prominently in rms velocity. We
note that for ASPECT Case A3, the entropy viscosity results
are almost identical to, and in some cases superior to, the
SUPG results (Table 6).

3.1.2 The 3-D results for the stagnant-lid case: A7

Case A7 has the highest viscosity contrast of all of the
cases reported here. Case A6 reported in Zhong et al. (2008)
was identified by the authors as a transitional state be-
tween mobile-lid and stagnant-lid behavior; all prior mod-
els had been mobile-lid examples, and all that followed were
stagnant-lid examples. Case A7 was partly chosen because it
falls into this category of stagnant-lid behavior. It also has
the smallest 1η of the three stagnant-lid cases, the other two
being A8 and A9, and thus A7 was also chosen for its relative
speed as the time to solve the velocity matrix depends on the
viscosity contrast. Case A7 is calculated using ASPECT at
mesh resolutions of 8, 16, and 32 radial elements.

Solutions for Case A7 have the most strongly varying re-
sults based on the mesh refinement used of all of the A cases
(Fig. 7). This is to be expected, as this is the most com-
putationally challenging run in this study. Though it is still
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Figure 3. Plots of rms velocity and average temperature with respect to depth for all cases tested. Dashed dark grey lines are CitcomS data,
and solid black lines are ASPECT data. All cases are in excellent agreement across both codes.

Table 6. Results for Case A3 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 25.5987 0.241440 3.14525 3.13838 0.22
16 radial cells 25.7395 0.241546 3.15895 3.15211 0.22
32 radial cells 25.7623 0.241512 3.15362 3.15338 0.01
64 radial cells 25.7661 0.241539 3.15386 3.15349 0.01
Extrapolated 25.7672 0.241552 3.15413 3.15351 0.02

ASPECT – EV 8 radial cells 25.7423 0.241047 3.13389 3.14461 −0.34
16 radial cells 25.7593 0.241474 3.15272 3.15230 0.01
32 radial cells 25.7655 0.241536 3.15378 3.15340 0.01
64 radial cells 25.7661 0.241539 3.15386 3.15349 0.01
Extrapolated 25.7662 0.241539 3.15387 3.15350 0.01

CitcomS 24 radial elements 25.7964 0.246309 3.19619 3.14644 1.58
32 radial elements 25.7895 0.243007 3.17106 3.14899 0.70
48 radial elements 25.6167 0.243622 3.15268 3.15197 0.02
64 radial elements 25.7885 0.241954 3.15816 3.15318 0.16
96 radial elements 25.7268 0.241558 3.15577 3.15336 0.08
Extrapolated 25.6936 0.241432 3.15451 3.15340 0.04

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 25.85 0.2432 3.1724 3.1548 0.56

amongst the low-Rayleigh-number cases, it has the largest
viscosity contrast throughout the mantle.

Reported values for this case show more difference be-
tween the two codes, even at the highest mesh refinements
tested (Table 7). Still, the two codes are in good agree-
ment, with radially averaged values from the most refined
meshes of both codes being nearly identical (Fig. 3). More
data points from further refined meshes would assist in es-
tablishing the pattern of convergence; however, at 32 radial

elements the computation is already exceedingly costly. Case
A7 run to completion using a refinement of 64 radial elements
would take weeks of run time on 384 processors; hence, these
calculations were not performed. However, the difference be-
tween top and bottom Nusselt numbers still show that solu-
tions are well resolved. CitcomS converges to within 0.17 %,
while ASPECT converges to within 0.11 %. Isotherms from
this case help us to understand the behavior that is not seen
in the other cases. The initial tetragonal pattern is lost in
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Figure 4. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case A1 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles), ASPECT using SUPG (blue stars), and ASPECT using EV (yellow dots). The values reported in
Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. ASPECT and CitcomS show
strong agreement in their individual convergence paths with mesh refinement; only rms velocity has a slight difference, though the difference
is in the second decimal place.

this case, as several smaller plumes of hot material upwell
throughout the mantle (Fig. 2c). In Cases A1 and A3 the
tetragonal pattern is maintained throughout the run (Fig. 2a
and b). These results match the behavior reported in Zhong
et al. (2008). Looking at the steady global diagnostics re-
ported, it can be seen that both codes are in good agreement,
and ASPECT is very likely converging with higher mesh res-
olution for Case A7.

3.2 Intermediate-Rayleigh-number, cubic-planform,
steady-state thermal convection

The C cases have a similar setup to the A cases, with a few
notable differences. For their initial condition they use two

spherical harmonic perturbations of degree 4 and order 0 and
degree 4 and order 4 simultaneously, resulting in the num-
ber of plumes increasing from 4 to 6 (Fig. 2d–f). If a cube
is envisioned surrounding the model, these six plumes are
evenly spaced at the centers of its sides; hence, the planform
of the C cases is referred to as cubic. The Rayleigh number
is also increased to 105, compared to the tetragonal-planform
cases using a value of 7000. While this is still smaller than
the Rayleigh number typically used in geodynamic models,
it approaches the planetary range. Case C1 is a perfect ana-
logue to Case A1, using a constant viscosity (1η = 1) with
the new cubic-planform initial conditions. Cases C2 and C3
use weakly temperature-dependent viscosity, analogous to
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Figure 5. The rms velocity plotted against Nusselt numbers at both the top (dashed lines) and bottom (solid lines) of the model for Case A1
run using ASPECT at mesh refinements 12×163 (blue) and 12×323 (black) and CitcomS at mesh refinement 12×963 (red). In the ASPECT
runs, gold segments represent the interval used in Zhong et al. (2008) to calculate averages (Table 2). These panels show the similarity in
solution between the two codes. It also shows that the model is steady; most of the change happens in the early stage. As the solid and dashed
lines approach each other, they slow down. The averaging interval accounts for about one-third of the model runs but are only small pieces
of each line.

Table 7. Results for Case A7 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 46.6868 0.487298 2.58091 2.73127 −5.51
16 radial cells 48.8020 0.497543 2.72461 2.72595 −0.05
32 radial cells 50.1224 0.510244 2.79869 2.80171 −0.11
Extrapolated 50.6329 0.515379 2.82677 2.83382 −0.25

CitcomS 24 radial elements 52.2203 0.507014 2.74190 2.64551 3.64
32 radial elements 51.0042 0.508720 2.76461 2.72934 1.29
48 radial elements 50.3019 0.506870 2.78219 2.77310 0.33
64 radial elements 50.3315 0.510222 2.79530 2.79053 0.17
Extrapolated 50.3648 0.511768 2.80062 2.79703 0.13

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 50.21 0.5039 2.7382 2.7431 −0.18

Case A3 (1η = 10 and 30, respectively). However, they use
the final state of C1 as their initial condition rather than start-
ing at time 0. For example, cases of C2 and C3 on an 8-radial-
element mesh resolution used the final solution of Case C1
on an 8-radial-element resolution. ASPECT runs of C2 and
C3 also kept the mesh type consistent for these initial condi-
tions.

The results from all three C cases tested are well re-
solved and in good agreement between the two codes.
Case C2 proved slightly more challenging for CitcomS, but
with higher mesh resolution good convergence was achieved
(Fig. 9). Radially averaged values also show strong agree-
ment between both codes for all C cases (Fig. 3).

3.2.1 The 3-D results for the constant viscosity case: C1

As with the tetragonal-planform cases, we compare the con-
vergence of the solutions from CitcomS and ASPECT for the
C1 cases (Fig. 2d) by comparing the rms velocity, mean tem-
perature, and top and bottom Nusselt numbers on a series of
increasingly refined meshes. For our ASPECT calculations
we used the radially uniform ASPECT mesh described pre-
viously. We use global mesh resolutions of 8, 16, 32, and
64 radial cells to test convergence of model values. For our
CitcomS calculations we use 24, 32, 48, 64, and 96 radial
elements. Results reported in Zhong et al. (2008) were cal-
culated on a 12×48×48×48 mesh with increased refinement
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Figure 6. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case A3 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles), ASPECT using SUPG (blue stars), and ASPECT using EV (yellow dots). The values reported in
Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. ASPECT and CitcomS show
strong agreement in their individual convergence paths. The rms velocity shows a slight difference at the final convergence numbers, though
it is small. CitcomS also has an outlier in the convergence path of rms velocity at 12× 483 (third point), which can be seen in the average
temperature and top Nusselt number as well (though it is not as prominent).

at the outer and inner boundary of the spherical shell. To fa-
cilitate the comparison between our present work and Zhong
et al. (2008), we reproduce the results reported in Zhong et al.
(2008) in Table 8.

Plots of rms velocity, mean temperature, and top and bot-
tom Nusselt numbers on different meshes are again pro-
duced, with overall convergence increasing with mesh re-
finement (Fig. 8). The top and bottom Nusselt numbers con-
verge to within 0.55 % for CitcomS and 0.17 % for ASPECT.
It should be noted that our CitcomS run using 48-radial-
element resolution has an agreement of 0.06 %, an outlier in
the convergence trend. Radially averaged plots show strong

agreement between the two codes (Fig. 3). We then extrap-
olate the values to an infinitesimal mesh using a Richardson
extrapolation (Table 8). Once again, the ASPECT results for
coarse meshes are closer to the extrapolated value than the
CitcomS results for the same mesh resolution. Agreement be-
tween the two Nusselt numbers for each case actually follows
a similar pattern of convergence between the two codes. The
resolution of 32-cell radial ASPECT mesh is already within
0.3 % agreement, while CitcomS is only within 2.5 %.

Data points trend smoothly towards convergence for AS-
PECT, with a slight outlier at 8-radial-element resolution.
The rms velocity at that resolution especially falls farther
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Figure 7. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case A7 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles) and ASPECT (blue stars). The values reported in Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black
diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. Of note are the ASPECT solutions for the bottom Nusselt number, which
do not show as clear of a trend towards convergence as the other parameters. However, the values are in good agreement with CitcomS,
and based on the other parameters they would very likely converge with higher mesh resolution. Extrapolated values between the two codes
show small differences for each parameter, larger than previous cases, though higher mesh resolution would again likely cause these values
to converge.

from other data. We note that overall EV produces solutions
with Nusselt numbers in better agreement for this case; how-
ever, its rms velocity outlier at 8-radial-element resolution is
larger. CitcomS data points also trend towards convergence
for both Nusselt numbers. The rms velocity and tempera-
ture have some outliers at coarse mesh resolutions, though
at higher resolutions there is still a clear trend towards con-
vergence. We note that for ASPECT Case C1, the entropy
viscosity results are almost identical to, and in some cases
superior to, the SUPG results (Table 8).

3.2.2 The 3-D results for the weakly
temperature-dependent viscosity cases: C2 and
C3

Case C2 (Fig. 2e) has a weakly temperature-dependent vis-
cosity, 1η = 10 (Table 2). The top and bottom Nusselt num-
bers converge within 0.6 % for CitcomS and within 0.1 %
for ASPECT. The agreement between Nusselt numbers is
markedly different for the two codes in this case (Table 9).
ASPECT results at 8-cell radial resolution show differences
of 10 %, significantly higher than any previous case. How-
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Figure 8. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case C1 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles), ASPECT using SUPG (blue stars), and ASPECT using EV (yellow dots). The values reported
in Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. ASPECT and CitcomS
show strong agreement in all reported parameters. It should be noted that the coarsest meshes of ASPECT using EV (global refinement 2,
yellow dots) are not shown for rms velocity and average temperature. These values are higher than others (Table 8) and only make it more
challenging to see the convergence of the rest of the data, and thus they were omitted from this figure.

ever, increased resolution caused a dramatic convergence, al-
lowing for agreement as good as all previous cases reported.
CitcomS results did not approach the difference observed
with ASPECT on the most coarse meshes, although the 24-
radial-element and 323-radial-element meshes produced val-
ues that both did not match the pattern of convergence of the
more refined meshes.

The ASPECT results show well-behaved convergence for
all parameters calculated (Fig. 9). The rms velocity and tem-
perature show very little change with increased resolution.
Both Nusselt numbers show more change between resolu-
tions, with the top Nusselt number changing the most, but

both numbers show very stable convergence. CitcomS shows
more difficulty with this case. Results for all values show an
initial increase through the coarse meshes which then begins
to decrease and converge. All values show a similar change,
with the bottom Nusselt number changing the least. The tem-
perature of the CitcomS runs also returns to a similar level to
that produced by the coarse refined meshes. Despite this dif-
ficulty, radially averaged plots show that the solutions of the
most refined meshes still agree to a high degree between Cit-
comS and ASPECT (Fig. 3).

Case C3 (Fig. 2f) has a slightly stronger temperature-
dependent viscosity,1η = 30. Top and bottom Nusselt num-
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Figure 9. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case C2 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles) and ASPECT (blue stars). The values reported in Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black
diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. ASPECT and CitcomS show more of a difference in convergence in this
case. CitcomS in particular shows a very different path of convergence between its coarser and finer resolutions. Ultimately both codes come
into better agreement at higher resolution, though parameters still show a larger difference than the other reported cases.

bers converge to within 0.1 % for both CitcomS and ASPECT
on both meshes. As in Case C2, ASPECT results for Case C3
at 8-radial-cell resolution have a surprisingly high difference
between Nusselt numbers. But, once again, increased reso-
lution strongly increases convergence. By the 32-radial-cell
resolution, convergence is better resolved than Case C1 at
constant viscosity. CitcomS seems to have less trouble with
Case C3 than Case C2.

Convergence for both codes is good for all parameters
tested (Fig. 10). Nusselt numbers at the top and bottom es-
pecially show very high agreement between CitcomS and
ASPECT, as well as the numbers reported by Zhong et al.
(2008). Average temperature shows different time series

evolution between the two codes, but convergence is still
achieved as resolution increases. The rms velocity shows the
largest difference between the codes with increased resolu-
tion. Values from CitcomS and ASPECT are on different
tracks, and while they do show overall convergence, it is not
to the same degree as the other parameters. As with the previ-
ous C cases, radially averaged plots show that the most well-
resolved meshes produce highly similar solutions between
CitcomS and ASPECT (Fig. 3).
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Figure 10. The rms velocity, average temperature, and Nusselt number at the top and bottom of the model for Case C3 run at various
refinements using CitcomS (red triangles) and ASPECT (blue stars). The values reported in Zhong et al. (2008) are also shown (black
diamonds). Dashed lines are the extrapolated values for each code. ASPECT and CitcomS both show strong convergence in all parameters
reported. Interestingly, both codes show better agreement than the previous case C2. Extrapolated values for rms velocity and average
temperature also show a larger difference from values reported in Zhong et al. (2008) than previous C cases.

4 Conclusions

We note excellent agreement in the rms velocity, mean tem-
perature, and top and bottom Nusselt number between the
two codes on the most refined meshes. If we take the differ-
ence between the top and bottom Nusselt numbers as a mea-
sure of the accuracy of the solution, which should be zero for
incompressible flow at steady state, the 16-radial-cell AS-
PECT mesh results are already within 1 % for the A cases.
CitcomS requires a 32-radial-element mesh to achieve the
less than 1 % difference between the top and bottom Nusselt
numbers for Cases A1 and A3; Case A7 requires a 48-radial-
element mesh.

For the higher-Rayleigh-number C cases, both codes need
more refined meshes to achieve a 1 % difference between the
top and bottom Nusselt numbers. For ASPECT a 32-radial-
cell mesh is needed, while for CitcomS a 48-radial-cell mesh
is needed. We note that CitcomS shows some outlier cases
where coarser meshes have unusually small percent differ-
ences between top and bottom Nusselt numbers. We use the
overall pattern of convergence between the various mesh res-
olutions as a more accurate measure of the necessary refine-
ment.

In general, globally averaged diagnostics from both codes
at the highest mesh resolutions tested agree to within 0.6 %,
and the Richardson extrapolation of the results from in-
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Table 8. Results for Case C1 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 157.103 0.169709 6.78433 7.15056 −5.12
16 radial cells 154.224 0.170962 7.59449 7.76123 −2.15
32 radial cells 154.449 0.171169 7.82858 7.80709 0.28
64 radial cells 154.500 0.171163 7.82315 7.80388 0.25
Extrapolated 154.515 0.171155 7.81417 7.80132 0.16

ASPECT – EV 8 radial cells 162.383 0.204938 7.85773 7.62804 3.01
16 radial cells 154.445 0.171944 7.77513 7.77427 0.01
32 radial cells 154.501 0.171145 7.81665 7.80372 0.17
64 radial cells 154.505 0.171158 7.81749 7.80390 0.17
Extrapolated 154.502 0.171176 7.81662 7.80317 0.17

CitcomS 24 radial elements 154.293 0.175811 7.05870 7.50938 −6.00
32 radial elements 153.046 0.177354 7.37245 7.56101 −2.49
48 radial elements 154.474 0.174750 7.75708 7.75232 0.06
64 radial elements 154.640 0.172404 7.83635 7.78476 0.66
96 radial elements 154.162 0.171403 7.83931 7.79612 0.55
Extrapolated 153.942 0.171024 7.83836 7.80032 0.49

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 154.8 0.1728 7.8495 7.7701 1.02

Table 9. Results for Case C2 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 122.061 0.186610 6.07324 6.74851 −10.0
16 radial cells 121.156 0.187833 6.83965 7.04230 −2.88
32 radial cells 121.379 0.188050 7.05674 7.06200 −0.07
Extrapolated 121.493 0.188114 7.13137 7.06379 0.96

CitcomS 24 radial elements 123.589 0.196793 6.70855 6.93783 −3.30
32 radial elements 123.773 0.198792 7.01282 7.05973 −0.66
48 radial elements 128.398 0.225521 7.46827 7.37400 1.28
64 radial elements 125.839 0.209374 7.30565 7.23952 0.91
96 radial elements 121.577 0.199198 7.00253 6.96235 0.58
Extrapolated 119.739 0.195129 6.87126 6.84183 0.43

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 122.1 0.1908 7.0968 7.0505 0.66

creasing mesh resolution agrees to within 1.0 %. Often the
Richardson extrapolation agrees to within 0.5 %. ASPECT
generates better-resolved solutions on coarser meshes than
CitcomS, as would be expected because it uses higher-order
elements. ASPECT also has several methods of improving
the performance of these calculations. Adaptive refinement,
both dynamically or statically through refining the boundary
layers, can resolve features while reducing computational ef-
fort. This was not used in this study to facilitate similarity
between the two codes. ASPECT also has a newer geomet-
ric multigrid solver (Clevenger and Heister, 2021) that can
speed up computation by a factor of 3. Both of these will

require further investigation and careful testing outside the
scope of this current work.

Many studies use CitcomS results computed on a 64-
radial-element mesh, often with limited convergence checks
on more refined meshes. For the intermediateC family cases,
we find that there is little difference between the 64-radial-
element and 96-radial-element meshes, which generally sup-
ports the use of a 64-radial-element mesh.

Using the streamline upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) en-
ergy solver for ASPECT we find extremely good agreement
between CitcomS and ASPECT results for these low to in-
termediate Rayleigh number calculations. Both CitcomS and
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Table 10. Results for Case C3 on all meshes tested. The column labeled “% diff” represents the percent difference between top and bottom
Nusselt numbers for each case. A Richardson extrapolation was applied to the different data sets to estimate the values of a theoretical mesh
of infinite refinement.

Code Case 〈Vrms〉 〈T 〉 Nut Nub % diff

ASPECT 8 radial cells 108.445 0.196809 5.76666 6.48003 −11.0
16 radial cells 108.037 0.197600 6.50256 6.70382 −3.00
32 radial cells 108.261 0.197918 6.71399 6.72022 −0.09
Extrapolated 108.365 0.198035 6.78691 6.72217 0.96

CitcomS 24 radial elements 110.518 0.206552 6.62035 6.46213 2.45
32 radial elements 110.441 0.210318 6.69305 6.69664 −0.05
48 radial elements 108.871 0.202368 6.69639 6.74985 −0.79
64 radial elements 108.561 0.200052 6.71333 6.74349 −0.45
96 radial elements 107.805 0.198267 6.71572 6.71589 −0.003
Extrapolated 107.473 0.197531 6.71627 6.70368 0.19

CitcomS Zhong et al. (2008) 109.4 0.2011 6.7572 6.7182 0.58

ASPECT use the SUPG algorithm to solve the energy equa-
tion. For the selected cases A1, A3, and C1 we find the en-
tropy viscosity (EV) energy solver is as good and in many
cases slightly better than the SUPG solver. We caution that
these calculations have Nusselt numbers that are at least a
factor of 3 smaller than anticipated values for Venus or Earth.

Code and data availability. All software used to generate
these results is freely available. ASPECT is publicly avail-
able on GitHub at https://github.com/geodynamics/aspect
(last access: 6 June 2023) and can be found perma-
nently at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3924604 (Bangerth
et al., 2020a). CitcomS is also publicly available on
GitHub at https://github.com/geodynamics/citcoms (last
access: 6 June 2023) and can be found permanently at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7271919 (Moresi et al., 2014).
The data underlying this paper are made accessible through the
Virginia Tech Data Repository at https://doi.org/10.7294/22803335
(Euen et al., 2023).
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